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Editorial
This isn't an editorial. It is

simply an apology for our tardiness
- we realize that this issue of the
NORTHERN WOMAN is long overdue. Jour-
nal energy has been low - however,
we are encouraged by the new contri-
butors that are emerging, and by the
volunteer help we've received for
the production phase of this issue.
We're also hoping that the Feminist
Periodicals Conference which Anna
McColl will be attending later this
month will provide the inspiration
to re-energize the Journal.

We must, however, discuss with
you, our readers, the problematic
financial situation the Journal -
along with other women's groups -
is facing. To be precise, with the
publication of this issue the Jour-
nal's financial resources will be
totally depleted. Our revenue - sub-

criptions and sales - is never enough
to cover our operating expenses. The
surplus we've happily had for the
past five years resulted from the
profits of Rising and the initial
printing of Salt and Yeast which au-
thor Gert Beadle donated to the Jour-
nal. Each publication we've dipped
into this reserve - and now it is
gone. It is urgent that we find new
revenue.

The following article by Women's
Centre explains their situation -
their financial shortfall - and the
need for all of us to become invol-
ved with and supportive of Women's
Centre's fund-raising efforts. It
should be noted that the Journal's
financial dilemma could exacerbate
Women's Centre's money problems. Let
me explain. The rent for our new
collective home is shared by Women's
Centre, the Bookstore, the Journal

and individual Womanspace women. II
the Journal can't improve our finar
cial situation, we will be unable

i

pay our rent, placing even more bui
den on Women's Centre and other
Womanspace partners.

The Journal could become finar
cially secure if each subscriber
brought in five new subscribers. Is
that an impossible task? We anxious
ly await your response.

We aite happy to in4oAm you o4
the tecent pubt.ication o4
THE RESISTING SPIRIT, new poem
by Gent Beadle. Avaitabte at
the Nokthenn Woman'4 Bookistone

Ctedit

Coven photo by B. Linduty

WOMEN'S
Well, it's been a while since

our last Newsletter so we thought
we'd take part in this issue of the
Journal to let you know what's hap-
pening.

To start with, I'm sure most
of you are aware what's been going
on with regards to $$$ from City
Council. We were cut back close to
$5000.00 from last year's allocation.
Needless to say it hurts. If you are
interested in seeing the letters
that all the great women out there
have sent to the local papers in
support of us and support of a woman's
right to choose, we have copies in
the office.

What this set back calls for
on our end, is a need to do some
fundraising and some serious profile
raising. Is there anyone out there
that would like to sit on such a
committee or maybe has some great
money-making ideas? We don't want to
start being part of the 'boogie'
crowd, we don't feel like making mo-
ney getting people drunk and disor-
derly. We need help, if you can't
make a financial donation, your time
and energy is just as valuable to us.

On the positive side, we are
having Pot Luck meals every first
Wednesday of the month, and so far
they have been successful and lots
of fun. Also, every Wednesday start-
ing at 7:30 p.m. has been set aside

for discussion group nights. The
topics are usually chosen at the
Pot Luck, if you'd like more info
just call the Centre.

We are in the process of forming
a support group for Women who are
separated or divorced, the group will
meet once in a while and according
to need. If you are interested call
the Centre and leave your name.

It has come to our attention
at the Centre that school age child-
ren are sniffing PAM to get high.
Please stop buying this product and
urge your area storekeepers not to
sell it to kids. There have been a
few deaths in Canada since 1978 and
the company has refused to change
the product. The ingredient that
causes-the trouble is Freon-11, a
coolant that is in most aerosal pro-
ducts and inhaling this product
causes lung damage and eventually
lung collapse. PAM had test marketed
a water based product as early as
1979, but felt that it wouldn't
sell,

SIDE EFFECTS was a sell-out and
a hit in Thunder Bay!! All the Women
that worked on it sure did a great
job of ticket sales and talking it
np. A big thank you to Pat M.,
Heather W., Margaret P. and the peo-
ple at Kam Theatre. We have planned
a follow up meeting to continue work
on this issue in Thunder Bay. By the
time you read this, it will have hap-
pened. We have a few $$ for start up
of this committee (earned from the
play!) If you want to get involved,
give the Centre a call or get in
touch with Pat at Decade.

We've been doing some speaking
engagements and getting involved
with other local groups. We took pa
in the Women and Disabilities Confe
ence at the Ramada at the beginning
of the month and not only had a goo
time but had our eyes opened quite
a bit. The key note speaker was a
woman writer named Gwenyth Ferguson
Matthews who put out a book called
"Voices from the Shadows". She was
an incredibly powerful speaker and
set the pace for that whole weekend
The Bookstore has a copy or two lef
and it is well worth taking a look

Please stop in and have a visit
We are looking for new ideas on hou
to use our space and its always so
nice, to see people!!
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Better Strident than Silent
by the Working Group
on Sexual Violence

A FEMINIST MANIFESTO

nepAinted pLom BAoadside Vo2.6 No.7

At some time during the past ten
years, the word "liberation" disap-
peared from the Women's Liberation
Movement. Our analysis was softened
so as to reach the ears of those who
govern even before we said it out
loud to each other. Our demands be-
came polite requests, and our reality
became a negotiable position.

As the strategy of lobbying gov-
ernments for legislative reforms be-
came the movement's primary (if not
its only) strategy, the task of art-
iculating the requests has been in-
creaingly undertaken by women situ-
ated close to the seat of government
and women who speak the language of
power. These liberal lobbyists seek
Jthe small reforms which enable the
state to maintain an appearance of
addressing the subordination of women.

The primacy of these women lob-
byists is not a new problem. As one

feminist collective noted in 1975,

"... they talk about women's
oppression as a legal question,
as if getting some legislation
passed will solve our situation.
For them t.t is always a social
(societal) question or a legal
question. Never is it a ques-
tion of power, real power -
economic (who owns), military

_
(whose physical strength) and
political (who rules). It is
never a question of what it
means to take that power and
distribute it among us all."
(From 'The Liberal Takeover of
Women's Liberation', Feminist
Revolution; Redstockings, New
York, 1975)
Today as pressure increases from

the right and from a declining eco-
nomy, a perception has developed that
it is necessary for feminists to be
"reasonable" and to accept the legal/
legislative framework of the state.
These pressures are from the small
but powerful sector of society which
would send women back to the hearth
and home, to the promised bliss of
unquestioning obedienne to "nature",
man, god and the state. In compari-
son with the threat from these for-
ces, the state can be seen as a fri-
endly and benevolent patriarch whose
allegiance we must maintain, whose
wrath we dare not incur lest he de-
cide to pay greater heed to our
"R.E.A.L." opposition and their bro-
thers on the right.

It is in times like these that
the call to unity, the invocation of
sisterhood, is most often heard. Cri-
ticism from "within the ranks" is
silenced. Centralization of power is
defined as "practical" and "necessary"
The basis of agreement becomes the
lowest common denominator. Our coll-
ective voice is heard, from behind a
polite but slightly nervous smile, to
utter statements devoid of content or
commitment, words without emotion,
and demands without conviction.

Just as our perspective has
frequently been lost in our approach

to the state, so has the left fre-
quently co-opted the feminist voice.
However sympathetic many of us are
to some of the issues raised by the
left, it is undeniably true that end-
ing the subordination of women is
not a primary focus - regardless of
how well they have learned the rhet-
oric of feminism. To paraphrase one
feminist writer, while liberals aban-
don us to the state, the left aban-
dons us to batterers and rapists.
(From 'Feminism, Marxism, Method and
the State: Toward Feminist Jurispru-
dence' by Catharine A. MacKinnon,
Signs, Summer 1983). A truly feminist
voice accepts neither, and is wary
of false alliances with the left as
it is of co-optation by the state.

The process of analysing women's
oppression and acting to end it is
the work of the many feminists work-
ing at what is sometimes fondly,
sometimes condescendingly, (and all
too rarely respectfully) called the
grassroots level. This is the work
of the transition houses, rape cri-
sis centres, women's centres, and
the many other women's services which
gather together the wide range of ex-
perience of Canadian women.

Words such as rape,
pornography, battery,
incest, racism, poverty,
homophobia and abortion
are not polite words in the
vocabulary of those who
have power.

Talking together, breaking the
silence, is a conspiracy to effect
fundamental change. Articulating our
experience is a radical act - words
such as rape, pornography, battery,
incest, racism, poverty, homophobia,
and abortion are not polite words
in the vocabulary of those who have
power. Translating these words (e.g
sexual assault,,obscenity, family
violence) may sound more polite, but
it will only disguise the problem and
serve to temporarily obscure the ugly
reality of patriarchy, a reality
which feminists have worked so hard
to uncover.

The struggle to uncover this
reality, and to have it heard, has
been a long and painful one for count-
less feminists. We have succeeded in
challenging myths about the lives of
women. We have collected and display-
ed a huge quantity of evidence of the
injustices perpetrated against women.
We cannot afford to have our reality
distorted and made more palatable by
those of our gender to whom the gov-
ernment and media choose to listen.We ought not to be surprised

that those who govern choose to lis-
ten. They have an interest in tinker-
ing with bits of the state machine to
try to show that, while it is not per-
fect, it is responsive to our needs.
We must recognize, however, that they
choose to listen only to some of us:
to those who will speak in softened

voices, to those who will dress as
befits the occasion, to those who
will be "reasonable" and "realistic"
and never demand "the impossible".

It is those women who are chosen, and
who we have permitted, to consult, to
present briefs, to talk to the media,
and to negotiate our experience. They
are often not given the time and mon-
ey, and sometimes they lack the in-
clination, to undertake the slow and
cumbersome process of involving the
very women they are asked to repre-
sent.

ANNIMINNI1111111111"

Because lobbyists have
often conceded so much
for the few gains, the
umbrella of protection with
which we are left is stripped
of all but its frame.

The timetables of the government
and the media are superimposed upon
the process by which women talk to-
gether, analyze and decide our stra-
tegy. When the others' timetables win
out, as they so often do, it is our
own democratic process and women's
needs which become lost.

These timetabling pressures are
most keenly felt by those women in
proximity to power. This superimposed
sense of urgency has created a resist-
ance in them to accepting the slow
but essential process of untangling
the web of women's oppression.

It is the victims of rape, bat-
tering, incest, poverty, homophobia,
racism, etc., who must live with the
compromises made in our name. The ter-
ror in our lives is minimized and mar-
ginalized. Because lobbyists have of-
ten conceded so much for the few gains,
the umbrella of protection with which
we are left is stripped of all but
its frame.

Yet to challenge the bargain baSe-
ment sale of our experience is to be
called strident, idealistic, divisive,
man-hating, and, worst of all, "un-
reasonable". These are labels which
are designed to silence women.

Yet we know from the history of
our own movement that polite deference
to power is not an avenue for change.
We know that the compromises made in
our name are not strides forward, but
merely directions to be content with
running in place. We know that silence
is not heard.

Our talking to each other is the
strength of our movement and the bread-
th of our conspiracy. Our differences

create the friction which moves us for-
ward. The call to unity, the demands
to compromise, to be "realistic", to
defer to the government chosen "experts"
as our representatives, to develop
"efficient" organizations, to be ac-
ceptable to the media, are all ways
to hush the chorus of voices that is
feminism.

(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

We suffer enormous harm from
accepting and adopting policies for-
mulated by "experts" in order to meet
the timetable of a government depart-
ment, parliamentary committee or organ-
ization's constitution. We must learn
not to respond on initial impulse,
fearing that if we refuse to meet the
media or government's timetable, we
will forever be silenced.

None of this means, of course,
that we can afford to ignore the state
in an attempt to create a utopian fem-
inist community. It is tempting to
isolate ourselves and pretend that it
is possible to build a world on femin-
ist principles without ever directly
confronting the power invested in the
state. It may be less overwhelming to
turn the focus of work inward, convin-
cing ourselves in the process that the
power structure as presently consti-
tuted is simply too male, too hier-
archial, to be actively struggled a-
gainst. But to do so is to abandon-,
those women whose lives are directly
and daily affected by the power of the
state, and who simply are in no posi-
tion to ignore it.

However, when we do take on the
state, it is essential that our de-
mands for change be grounded in an
analysis of power. We must cease to
scurry after crumbs we are offered
in the name of real change. While we
work toward those short term goals
that will make the lives of some wo-
men easier (and indeed may be liter-
ally life saving in some cases), we
must not lose sight of the revolution-
ary change thit will ultimately eli-
minate our oppression. We must choose
our issues and our strategies care-
fully. Whatever work we do with in-
stitutions of the state must not be
done at the expense of our organizing
work with women, or we will lose not

only our capacity to resist co-opta-
tion, but also the impetus and base
for independent action. We must take
the initiative, and not be constantly
locked into the timetable and agenda
of the state.

We are calling for a reclaiming
of a feminist voice. It is not the
voice of one woman, but of many women
doing many kinds of work. It is a voice
which does not hesitate to express the
breadth of women's experience, the
depth of women's subordination, the
height of women's creativity, and the
power of women's rage. It is the voice
not of one organization, but of the
work of many women and many women's
groups. It is not a voice situated on-
ly in Central Canada, at the door of
the government, but in many communities
across the country. It is a voice which
must be reclaimed if we are to succeed
in our struggle to end women's oppres-
sion.

To reclaim our feminist voice
means recognizing that feminism and
feminist work is the basis on which
the Women's Liberation Movement has
been built, the grounding that has
made the movement relevant, dynamic
and effective. This is no time for
revisionism, no time to deny our roots
or compromise our strength.

Reclaiming our feminist voice
means defining and describing women's
issues, not from a theoretical or
legislative perspective but from the
perspective of women. It means speak-
ing out as feminists, taking every
opportunity to put women first and to
tell the truth about women's exper-
ience - in the media, in our own com-
munities, in meetings and conferences
and workshops, in feminist
tions, in public and in private. It
means we must analyze and debate the
issues and resist attempts to short-
circuit that process.

Reclaiming our feminist voice
means continuing to build our analy-
sis of the state and political theo-
ries - based on our own experience -
to inform our strategies and actions.
It means saying no to demands for
simplistic solutions to the complex-
ities of women's subordination. It
means demanding what women need, not
what the state or our potential allies
will accept,

Reclaiming our feminist voice
means continuing to work for and with
women and it means respecting the ex-
pertise we have gained through that
work in women's centres, rape crisis
centres, transition houses,and count-
less other feminist organizations. It
means setting our own priorities,
strategies, and timetables for part-
icipating in legislative reform efforts.

As feminists in the 80s we must
- as we did in the 60s and 70s - name
our experience, define our issues our-
selves, and we must dare to express
our commitment and our rage. As fem-
inists we must and we will regain the
initiative from the forces that would
limit and control us.

(The purpose o4 ctitique, pub-
V./shed conavftentty in a number oi
Canadian ieminat petiodicatz, .bs to
encoutage debate and dammion o4
4tAategie4 and iimueis. Anyone with
queztion4 and comments 4houtd (Amite
the Wotking Group on Sexual Viaence,
c/o 301 - 2515 Buttatd St., Vancouver,
B.C., V6J 336. Membeu o4 the Wothing
Group ate Kate Andrew, Ian Batiutey,
Megan LL Lo, Debra Le abs and FAanceis
WaAsehtein.) ------

LU Women's Centr.e
by IRIS JOHNSON & JANIS-AYLWARD

In February of 1985, Lakehead
University once again had a Women's
Centre on campus. We decided to run
the centre within a cooperative struc-
ture although some hierarchy was ne-
cessary in order to comply with guide-
lines established by L.U.'s Student
Union. Laura Joy was elected presi-
dent, Jacky Roddy, treasurer, and
Irene Matt became secretary.

Recently, the L.U. Women's Cen-
tre received a grant from the Women's
Program of Secretary of State. This
grant is being used to do a needs
assessment of women on campus and wo-
men who attend classes within commun-
ities outside of Thunder Bay. The pur-
pose of the needs assessment is to
determine what type of services the
Women's Centre can offer to meet the
needs of women at L.U. and in sur-
rounding areas.

So far, 500 questionnaires have
been distributed within L.U. and app.
280 have been returned. These ques-
tionnaires were given to Winter ses-
sion students, faculty and staff.

Off campus, we intend to survey
approximately 200 students. We feel
this is important because L.U. is a
regional university and we would like
to provide services to the region.
These services could range from bil-

leting out for workshops or special
events to providing an informal lies-
ion for bureaucratic red tape problems.

From our survey we will be deve-
loping a resource manual to help those
who may not be familiar with Thunder
Bay. University can be rather isola-
ting at times and we would like to
establish links with the rest of the
community. Our manual will also con-
tain the information necessary to
implement the services that our re-
sults indicate are needed. We will
also try to develop a budget and pos-
sible sources of funding for those
events that require more than just
volunteer energy.

One of our long term goals is
to provide a supportive environment
for women who may wish to attend Uni-
versity but need emotional support
or practical support in such areas
as child care. A child care centre on
campus is probably not feasible in the
near future but support could be given
by establsihing an exchange network
between women.

If you would like to participate
in the L.U. Women's Centre or offer
suggestions we would appreciate your
input. You can write to L.U. Women's
Centre, Oliver Rd., Lakehead Univer-
sity, Thunder Bay.

ANTI-POVERTY PROJECT

The Lakehead Social Planning
Council with assistance from Employ-
ment and Immigration Canada has begun
a six month project to implement stra-
tegies to combat the effects of pov-
erty in Thunder Bay.

Bev Cadene, project manager,
states that poverty can be defined
as insufficient access to certain
goods, services, and conditions of
live which are available to everyone
else and have come to be accepted as
basic to a decent, minimum standard
of living. Signs of poverty in Thun-
der Bay include a large growth in
welfare rolls, an overflowing emer-
gency shelter and increased usage of
various free food centres.

On the basis of the research al-
ready done by the L.S.P.C., strate-
gies being considered include a sur-
vival handbook, co-ordinating a group
around the issue of housing and sup-
porting existing poverty-related ser-
vices such as the Emergency Shelter
on Simpson Street.

Participation by those affected
by poverty will be a key component
of each strategy. Anyone interested
in being involved in this project
or wanting further information should

call Bev or Diana at 345-3631.
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G REENHAM
by JOSIE WALLENIUS

Much has been written about Green-
ham and many women have been there.
This is a simple record of the days I
spent there, what new things I learnt
about myself and other women. During
this time there was a definite policy
on the part of the police and the mili-
tary to "go softly". There were too
any women there who were going to go

back all over the world to talk about
it. As one woman said to me "they will
start again when you go back".

Systematic persecution and abuse.
Confiscation of shelter, fire and food
are the usual rewards of those women
who have decided to make permanent
witness at the camp.

The ten days action in September
was planned to coincide with the lar-
gest NATO exercise since 1945 on the
West German border, Exercise Lionheart,
practice for W.W. 111.

I had read that a Greenham woman's
advice to other women was never to do
an action until it comes from the spi-
rit, then it will be alright.

Well I felt like it all right.
By several quirks of fate I live in
Canada with a husband, and the rest of
my family live in England, so I'd
wanted to go for as long as the camp
had been there.

I felt I first had to meet Ann
Pettit, mother of two, the instigator
of the whole thing. She lives on an
old farm in Wales. A really special

woman who won't admit to being so.
She also was working in the group who
made Wales a Nuclear War Free Zone
and went to the U.S.S.R. to meet peo-
ple from the Group to Establish Trust.
Living as many others do with the min-
imum of personal possessions because
of her commitment, she is still sear-
ching for answers.

;We talked and talked. I confided
some of my.fears about Greenham and
she said to try and get to Orange gate.

Saturday, September 5
My brother, with kindness and in-

terest takes me to Ashford to get a
seat on a coach that is taking women
for the day. I have a lot of help from
my family. My daughter lent me her
tent etc., my sister-in-law gave me
farm produce to share, my little nephew
appeared with his camping tin foil, as
he didn't want me to be cold.

I watched women piling on the
bus, leaving husbands holding child-

ren in night clothes. I had two ruch-
sacks, they said bring food and water
for ten days. As well as being appre-
hensive about not being able to stay

warm or make friends, I was beginning

to wonder if I could even stagger off

the bus. The only other woman going
for more than a day sat beside me.
She is a nurse and a quaker, called

Dana, and we are both thankful to be

together.
The bus drops us off at Orange

gate and other women help to carry
our stuff to find a site. I felt the

need to make a home straight away.
The ground is stony and the tents

fall down. When up they flap around
in'the wind. I feel totally inadequate

and am aware other women are watching,
but am too shy to ask for help. They

DIARY

are sitting around fires, with odd
clothes and haircuts. Feel like my

first day at school.
We walk round the perimeter. There

are concrete posts with thick green

wire. Then several rolls of barbed
wire and a razor wire I have never
seen before. Beyond that more barbed

wire. Police and military patrolling.
Lots of coloured webs, hand woven pic-
tures, written messages on the wire.
Some quite beautiful. Lots of patched

gaps too. The perimeter is nine miles -

rocky and muddy in places. See the
missile silos. Feel strange when I get
back and my kneecaps are aching from
walking in wellingtons.

Of the thousands of women there
I bump into Ann Pettit. I wasn't ex-
pecting her till next weekend. She
says she will bring her dinner to cook

at our fire, but on seeing our one jet

primus she'took her wild mushrooms
and dried lentils and us back to her
fire. She is in a big tent with other
women, and we are drawn into their

circle, sitting over hot coals and

eating homemade soup.

I HAD READ THAT A GREENHAM WOMAN'S
ADVICE TO OTHER WOMEN WAS NEVER TO
DO AN ACTION UNTIL IT COMES FROM
THE SPIRIT, THEN IT WILL BE ALRIGHT

At dusk we start to move and join
hundreds of other women silently at
Orange gate. We sit in complete sil-
ence for a long time. It feels very

peaceful. The police stand watching
on the other side. A woman starts to

hum. Other women take it up in differ-

ent chords. The air seems to vibrate.

It is very beautiful, and very eerie.

The police start to move restlessly

and we start to sing. The words are

easy to pick up though I have never

heard them before. Suddenly we are all
Standing, though nobody has given an

order, and move to the fence. We start

to pull backwards and forwards on the

wires, rocking it, you can feel the

concrete posts coming loose in the

good earth. Police are on the radio

for help and more come. They come out
of the gate and separate us from the
wire by throwing us to the ground.
As they clear women from one spot
others go to another gap and start to

rock again. The police look confused
and disturbed, they don't know how to
react because we are not being violent

Only to the wires. I don't mind being
shoved to the ground. Its the first
time for a long time I have felt whole

and unfragmented.
We sit on the ground again and

start to sing. Some women are crying.

A song starts to the strain of 'The

Viennese Waltz'
De da de de dum
Snip snip, snip snip
De da de de dum
Shake shake, shake shake

And then everybody is dancing, whirl-

ing round and round, holding each ot-

ter, dancing and singing and laughing.

How long is it since I have been happy

like this.

Later I wrap myself in tin foil,
and turn on the hard ground. I realize
my tent leaks.

Sunday
Thousands of women come down again

from all over England. It is strange
how women who can only come for the
day feel guilty. Received message I
was a grandmother. Hope Carol under-
stands I'm doing more for the baby
by being here.

Walking along the wires we talk
to a policeman who says he doesn't
understand why we don't all break into
the base together. He says that the
British police and military are there
to protect us from American military
who would shoot us as terrorists. Is
this Reagan's war against terrorism?
I begin to think about organization,
and fret that we aren't breaking into
the base together as a massive exer-
cise. After all shouldn't we be hav-
ing more meeting?

I talk to other women. Some agree
and others just laugh, and I get frus-
trated. We meet a woman who has been
at Greenham for two years, with spells
in prison. She wears a short sleeve

shirt, jeans and sneakers. We wear long
johns, heavy coats and boots.

We have dinner again with women
from Quaker tent, who are there to
hold Despair and Empowerment workshops.
Put my name down to attend. There are
already many names down.

Dinner is vegetable stew, stewed
blackberries from the common, tea and
smoke. Sit around fire on bits of
wood and talk. There is Mary, about
30, given up job as a librarian to

run workshops around the country.

Joan, about 50, given up job as head

of social work department. Polly, ear-
ly 20's, studying drama at London Uni-

versity. Karen, blond and elegant,
another university graduate. Then there

is Blues.
Blues, child of our society...

Homeless, jobless, intelligent, loving,

Glasgow accent, leather jacket.
We thought if she stayed with us

we could teach her the principals of
non-violent disobedience. I talked to

Mary about my frustration to do with
the apparent lack of organization.
She says she used to feel like that,
and pointed out the camp had been
there for two years, and the women
survived precisely because it was not
organized. When you are evicted five
times in a night, and reduced to sleep

.ing in a bag, just to stay there re-
quires all the strengh you have.

con 't next page
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GREENHAM DIARY continued

Monday, 5:30 A.M.
Woman pokes her head in tent and

says "Blockade". Pull trousers and
coat on and go to Orange gate. Sit
down with other women in front of gate.
We sit close and keep warm. The block-
ade keeps people from getting to work
at our gate. Needless to say they are
diverted to another gate where police
are there in numbers dragging women
away to the Newbury police station.
This week it is Indigo gate which is
being kept opened and harassed. Their
firewood is gone and the police have
doused their fires.

At Orange gate we have some satis-
faction in seeing a lot of traffic
diverted. I watch with interest the
looks on the drivers faces. The women's
faces, most of whom are Americans, are
quite expressionless. We sit for three
hours. Talking to a woman from Mother
Jones magazine who said that fifty
Spanish women had been turned back at
Gatwick when the authorities had
found out they were going to Green-
ham, and she herself was only allow-
ed in because, she phoned a Greenham
lawyer. She told me her interpreta-
tion of the gates as she had spent
some time at each.

Orange gate
Blue gate,--
Indigo gate

Green gate -

Red gate -r=
Yellow gate

- - cooked well, loving
jolly, happy

- - forgotten, windswept
intense, close rela-
tionship with guards

- intensely women only,
children, spiritual,
imaginative

calm
- - rough, on the front

line
At 9:00 a.m. we go back and build

a fire and have breakfast. Bread,
cheese, tea and coffee.

Learn how to use water. After sup-
per the cooking utensils are filled
with water and heated up to clean
them. The water is then used to fill
the hot water bottles of weak souls
like me. In the morning that water is'
still lukewarm and you can wash in it.
Washing up is a favorite job as you
get to wash your hands.

Greenham supporters from the near-
by town bring firewood. It needs chop-
ping and sawing. We walk round the
fences to Yellow gate. These women
are always under pressure: Strange
women who don't know the base usual-

ly go there first. If a woman is a

society reject, she is never turned
away, no matter how much support she
needs. I am suddenly aware how ruth-
less and sick the outside world is.

That night we are 'at the fence
and I see a babies jacket that a wo-
man has left on it. The wires guard'
missiles, but there is nothing to
guard the people. Very few people

know that when there is a nuclear
alert, American families are bussed
in their nightclothes, to concrete
bunkers, leaving British police,
military. Peace women and local resi-
dents to their fate.

I feel things for a moment and
feel so terrible. I have to pull the
blanket over my imagination again.

Tuesday
Blockade the gate again in the

morning. We hear that more women
have been arrested at Indigo. We
walk round to see them with firewood
in our rucksacks. There are less wo-
men there but they seem cheerful and
confident.

We go on round the perimeter and
speak to women at Yellow gate. It
was very strange. We saw a bus load
of American children being taken in-
to school, next to the missiles,
their missiles, in another country.
We smiled, after all they are only

children, but some of them made' nice
gestures back, and their faces were
white. Boy children, soon to become
men. Some of their fathers, one day
when they were being bussed in, pull-
ed down their trousers baring their
buttocks to the window. I think when
I heard about that I felt without
hope.

THE WIRES GUARD MISSILES, BUT THERE
lS NOTHING TO GUARD THE PEOPLE

That night we sat around the
fire. Talking, laughing and drinking
tea. We were told the story of an-
other Welsh woman. (Oh these Welsh
people) She was a quiet woman who
worked for a small employer who was
sympathetic and let her withhold her
income tax. The,usual thing happened,
after an exchange of letters over a
period of a few years she was threat-
ened with prison. So she took a buck-
et of pigs blood and dropped into it
money she owed in small change. She
took it to the revenue building, en-
tered it and poured it over the steps.
She said she didn't understand why
people were shocked at that when they
were so indifferent to the dying of
the human race.

We shared stories of loves and
relationships. We held each other in
merriment at the way we take stupid

things so seriously.

We
A friend of a friend of Polly's

knew somebody in Newbury who would
give us a bath. Feeling slightly guil-
ty we set off to hitch a ride. It was
a lovely day and after a few miles we
were given a ride in a car by a young
man in a business suit. He was friend-
ly and enquiring and wished us luck.

We had a bath, our clothes washed

and much hospitality, but I was struck

with how impatient I was to go back,

to people who had made the important

things the priorities in their lives.

I wished that more people understood

that once the change is made, every-
thing seems to make more sense.

That night after supper we talk
about the New Age, the Atlantis age,
the second coming of Eve and the sixth
sense. We hear that 15 years ago an
underground lake flooded and the base
tad to close. So we go to the wires

and call out to lakes, rivers and
Oceans that we love and are dying al-
ready to help us. We don't see any
tidal waves but it is obvious the pol-
ice are having to think about it too.
I understand that the reconciliation
between the military and the police on
one side representing one force and
the women on the other representing
another power, is vital, not only at
Greenham but everywhere.

I realize I feel threatened by
new women approaching and who are go-
ing to stay at our site. Will there
still be enough space for me, I think
to myself, and will we have enough
food to go around. I had been welcomed
so warmly when I had been alone, and
didn't know how selfish I was.

Thursday.
Today is the day of the "Stop

the City" protest in London. A day
when Peace people do C.D. at the
stock exchange and other centres of
power. We thought we should support
them at Greenham by blocking the main
roads to London.

As usual women are not aware of
any real plans. I walk the miles to
the main road with a lawyer who talks
about the crisis of conscience she
has about not being arrested. I say
she does more for women in court by
retaining a clear record herself, but
she does not feel reassured.

We straggle to Yellow gate and
women tell us to go back and blockade
near the roundabout. Gathered there
we are confused, not many of us have
done an action before. Heavy traffic
is roaring past and we say we dhould
put up our banners and just lie on the
grass island. One woman says we don't
have the right to stop people from
getting to work on time. A Greenham
veteran walks up. "What rights do
you mean", she says. "That's a Cruise
up there." And points to the direc-
tion of the silos. A gap seems to ap-
pear in the traffic and we all move
in accord and sit across the road
with our arms linked. We are happy and
feel sure of what we are doing. Traf-
fic starts going over the grass is-
land so we spread out and stop that
too. Traffic is stopped. Everything
is quiet. The police come on motor
bikes and horses and drag us off the
road. They hold us to the guound with
their knees.

Traffic starts up and I see Iso-
bell, a Swiss woman, standing on the
side of the road. She walks calmly in
front of a big truck and lays her
body down. It stops incheS from her
body. I love her.

We start to walk along the side
of the road, followed by' the mounted
police who effectively block the road
with their horses which is quite gra-
tifying to us.

Cont'd. Next Page
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GREENHAM DIARY continued

We sit around the fire at night
and decide that we are there to enter
the base after all, and plan it for

the next day at 2:00 p.m. Mary, Polly,

Karen and myself. Blues desperately
wants to come with us, but we per-
suade her to be a lookout. She wears
a leather jacket and she is Blues,

and we know instinctively that we
will be better treated when arrested
without her. This is the beginning
of the biggest lesson I had to learn
at Greenham.

Friday
In the morning we sit and make

rainbow coloured paper flowers. We
know already where to go in. We pack
bread, cheese and water. We agree we
do not know how the wires were cut.
We go in the tent to think about why
we are doing it. We begin to walk
round the perimeter and stop to wait
till patrolling police have passed.
Blues is happily picking blackberries
along the fence. We go through leav-
ing gloves caught up in the barbed
wire. We sit on the grass and break
bread and hold hands. I ask Mary why
she thinks we feel so calm and she
says because there are four of us and
I feel she is right. The flowers are
planted round the Oak tree and bal-
loons are hung from the branches and
on we go. We walk over a small hill
and start walking towards the centre
of the base. After some time we see
the airstrip. We., link arms and walk

cright down the centre of it. We feel
very happy. A motor bike approaches
ridden by airforce personnel. He says
"How did you get this far/"We say we

iwalked, and ffis face breaks into a
huge grin. "Cracking" he says "Oh
cracking". He rides off rather slowly
and we are approached by U.S. jeep
and soldiers, and they don't speak
but ring for pblice. When we were ta-
ken away I wondered if it had happen-
ed that a plane had come down the run..

way at the time we were walking on it,
and the three young women with me had
gone on walking, would I have had the

courage to have run off.
We are searched and questioned

and finally released. They drop us a
long way from our gate and as we are
walking back Polly is hit by an apple
from a passing youth in a car.

In the night it rains and we sit
and go over it all. Blues disappears
and though we call after her we know
she is going on the base. Later a wo-
man comes to our tent and says Blues
is lying outside the wires. She is
beaten and is semi-conscious. We carry
her in and bathe her head but she
keeps on muttering "I did go in, didn't
I". "I did go in." We are very quiet
and don't seem to be able to respond.
We know we should have let her come
with us, and we know why we didn't let
her, but still felt it was her own
fault. She can't settle, till Joan,
who is sitting silently washing her
feet begins to sing a Greenham song.
"For she's a jolly brave woman....",
and Blues drops asleep. There is one
law for one class and another for the
other, and very few people like Joan
in the world.
Saturday

The Despair and Empowerment work-
shop is about to start. I sit outside
with an American woman and decide we
feel too happy to participate. Then we
change our minds.

I REALIZE THAT WHEN I GO HOME THE
HARDEST THING I WILL HAVE TO DO IS
TO MIX WITH THOSE WHO REFUSE TO SEE

We start with meditation and bre-
athing, and then are told to feel the

suffering of the human race. Most of
what happened in that three hours is

too personal to relate.
One woman described her 14 year

old daughter coming to her and asking
what she should do when it happened.
Her mother was not able to answer her

for a few days. When she did she told

her to just find the nearest person
she could and to put her arm around

them .... I think of Mr. Reagan and
his campaign against terror. A woman
from Yellow gate says she heard of a
three month old girl being raped by
her father. I realize that when I go
home the hardest thing I will have to
do is to mix with those who refuse to
see.

We say we feel powerlessness
because of authority, governments,
logic. Friendships, sharing, crea-
tively, and doing what you're good
at makes us feel powerful. So some-
body has the definition wrong.

When I questioned what right I
had to disturb other women whose
lives were often bad enough, she says
it has to be done. We can empower '

others by sharing grief% We made
commitments to each other for life.

At midnight we go to the wires.
About ten of us. A young woman starts
climbing and using the bolt cutter.
We are rocking the posts. Lots of
police arrive with dogs. The search
light is very bright. A policeman
tries to drag her through the hole,

she is crying with fear of the dogs,
who are really straining their lea-
shes. I ask that they arrest her
outside the wires, and as he turns
to me she runs off crying out "Wo-

men don't leave me". A policeman

runs after her and throws her to the
ground. She goes into an asthma at-
tack. Instantly the scene changes.
Helpless person on the ground, pol-
icemen hovering over her as though
she is a child, which she nearly is,
gentle, wanting to be good to her.
They carry her carefully to an am-

bulance. A policeman says, shaking
his head, "I bet her brothers and

father are fighting us at the pits".

They were. The British police are
not trained to do what they are be-

ing forced to do now. I think we

are all crazy.

Sunday
Thousands of women come down

again. There is a big action at
Orange gate. We walk round with our
friends, always arm in arm. Every-
body is either a sister or a mother
or a daughter. We have to go. Better
to leave Blues at an action than a?..
lone at the fire. We take her stuff
to another group.She is going to
stay because she says its better
than the outside world.

A woman gives me a lift to Lon-
don. I get on the underground with
another Greenham woman. People stare
at us. She and I smile and embrace
as we part.

I see my family. My daughter-
in-law gives me the baby to hold
and says "I'm glad you were at
Greenham".

Some people say what have the
Greenham women done. This question
is actually asked. Well, they are
living human lives in a non-human
world. They are living a religion

of-life, not death. Concern about
them has prompted Casper Weinburger
and Michael Heseltine to discuss the
continued presence of the women a-
round the base. The Pentagon feel
that when the British people have be-
come used to the missiles on their

soil they might become less emotional
about them. Less emotional.-

Before I finally left Ann Pettit
in Wales, she gave me a dogeared book
on Chief Seathl's testament to the

white man. She would like me to use
it.

"We know that the white man
does not understand our ways. One
portion of the land is the same to
him as the next. For he is a stranger
who comes in the night and takes from
the land whatever he needs. The earth
is not his brother, but his enemy,
and when he has conquered it he moves
on. He leaves his fathers graves be-

hind, and he does not care. He kid-
naps the earth from his children.
He does not care. His fathers graves
and his children's birthright are
forgotten. He treats his mother the

earth, and his brother the sky, as
things to be bought, plundered, sold
like sheep or bright beads. His ap-
petite will devour the earth and
leave behind only desert."

Women, please share your grief.

*** ******* ******** ***AAA* ****
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IN TRANSITION

She had accepted 4on many yeasts

that het stupidity was without question,

that she was in 4act a burden and a bone

het beauty gone, het motets decadent

She knew it was het fault he dnank

and bnoke het tooth and eat drum

because he spent the 4amity attowance

and she oried.

She was persuaded she would starve

without the crumbs he threw het

and the kids he had no time 4ot

and the house that totted around het

She was zunoised to iind that none o4 the above

was teatty true, that in the bosom o4

the chnatian society, she was in 4act

a sociat nip o6,6", het worth in chtistian

dottatz, the 'mice 0,4 a bus ticket.

Gent Beadle

A laded wish?

There was a time

when I thought

C t was usetess to

to betieve in

in good

anymore,

because

the white knight

might win out

but took what the white knight

stand/3 4ot these days ....

Then,

the teat rescue begins

as the white knight 4ade2

into a rainbow o4 women

on a ttait to justice

Got the good o4 the people

in the days to come

j a

THE FEMINIST PROCESS

14 Eternal, ate we who sip

through the straw of change

sense the tension inioun joutney.

That we can be evenything and nothing

simuttaneousty, creating

small peaceful .islands in the

game o6 human deli e,

measming distance by tecognition

truth earned and .learned

by painiut insight

into the hearts wisdom.

We ate the chatted evidence

oi human continuity

in a sexist society.

That process claims us att

we ate the common gAit o4 tesiztance

that move's it 4oAlwatd

by the bteadth oi a hait.

Out spiAit has escaped the bondage

making it's own music

wtiting it's own scone 4ot common chorus.

FADM sitence to silence Woman's voice

is nisingin het own deience

against att tnaditionat odds

We ate breaking the sound bat/tie/L.

'Gent Beadle
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INTERVIEW

Thunder Bay's Kam Theatre assem-
bled an exciting and unique produc-
tion team for their recent play,ALONE.
Based on a true story,the play is a
poetic exploration of one woman's
awakening to her own courage and
abilities. And for their production
of Patricia Ludwick's play,Kam
Theatre asked Svetlana Zylin of Tor-
onto to direct,and commissioned
Thunder Bay's Kim Erickson to write
an original score. The play ran from
February 21 to March 3rd,and received
very favorable reviews. This interview
took place before the show's opening.

Patricia Ludwick trained as an
actor in London,England,and has been
performing across Canada for the past
fifteen years(including two appear-
ances at Magnus Theatre). In recent
years,her major interest! has been the
development of new scripts,as actor,
dramaturge and workshop participant,
especially in association with The
New Play Centre in Vancouver where
she was Artist-in-Residence in 1983.
ALONE is her first play and was pro-
duced as part of a festival of new
works in the spring of 1983. Since
then she has written two short plays,
A LETTER TO MY GOD-DAUGHTER,and TRIP
THE LIGHT FANTASTIC,which was produced
in a programme of works by women wri-
ters at The New'Play Centre in Novem-
ber,1984.

Svetlana Zylin has directed pro-
ductions for Theatre Passe Muraille,
The Great Canadian Theatre Company in
Ottawa,The Ensemble Studio Theatre in
New York City,Theatre There in Edmon-
ton and at the Vancouver East Cultural
Centre. She has worked with The New
Play Centre in Vancouver,Theatre Net-
work in Edmonton and the Mulgrave
Road Co-op Theatre in Nova Scotia.
She was a staff member of the Langara
Theatre Department of the Vancouver
Community College,Dramaturge at the
Pauline McGibbon Cultural Centre and
Director of the New Play Development
Series in the DuMaurier Theatre. Since
moving to Toronto,she has participated
as both performer and director in
RHUBARB at the Theatre Centre,Brave
New Works produced by Factory Theatre
Lab,Equity Showcase Theatre and Scheme
of Things. She is currently Artistic
Director of The Ritz Cafe Theatre.

Kim Erickson is a professional
ongwriter,musician and composer who
s well-known to Thunder Bay audiences
for her appearances at the Summer Sol-.
tice Festival,Doodles and the Summer

in the Parks program. She studied mus-
ic at Carleton University in. Ottawa
and went on to do .graduate work in el-
ectronic music in Holland. She has done
xtensive recording with people like
Ian Tamblyn,Sneezy Waters,Rodney Brown
and Lois Garrity;and has also worked
ith the Penguin Theatre Company and
e Groupe de la Place Royale in Ottawa.
In 1982 she deVeloped the music theatre
iece MARCH,which was performed at the
ational Exhibition Centre/Centre for

Indian Art and at Lakehead University.
Despite gains in status for wo-

men in theatre over the last ten or
fifteen years - which to a great ex-
tent is a reflection of women's incr-
eased roles and opportunities in our
society in general - men still domin-
ate Canadian theatre,in terms of who

by LIZ MARTIN

chooses and directs the plays,who
writes them and what roles are avail-
able to Canadian performers. So,it
definitely is a rare and welcome occ-
asion when a play with a strong female
character is written, directed and
scored by women. Kam Theatre should
be lauded for having involved three
very talented and interesting women
in this production,and for having
given Thunder Bay audiences a chance
to see their work. I also want to
thank Kim,Patsy and Svetlana for tak-
ing time from their very busy pre-pro-
duction schedule,to sit and talk with
me.

0

In a fLecent kepont on 'Women in Can-
adian Theatne' on the StaAlz oi Wo-
men in Canada, the 4igute4 -o how that
women ate gneatty undet nepnezented
ass aAtiztic dinecton.s,ptaywnigh,t4

and dinectou. In ate thnee categon-
iez.they maize up 10% an tezz o6 the
people who ate wanking in Canadian

theatte - and the majoAity a4 the4e
women ane with youth theatnez on
cottective4 tike Kam Theatne. I'm
intetezted in knowing how you managed
to become pant ,q 'minonity'?

SVETLANA:I had always wanted to be in-
volved in theatre,but thought - for
some stupid reason - that my only op-
tion was to become an actor. It never
occured to me that I could become THE
DIRECTOR,because at that time I didn't
have any role models. But after my
initial training at the Manitoba Thea-
tre Centre school,and various workshops
and lots and lots of amateur and semi -
professional- productions,and after
going to Toronto to make a stab at
being a professional actor,I found
that I wasn't completely gratified -
'spiritually' - about being a perfor-
mer. There was a graduate program at
UBC that actually specialized in di-
recting and I decided to go there. In
order to qualify for the theatre de-
partment,I had to do a make-up year
where I did nothing but theatre
courses - the acting courses and all
the peripheral courses involved with
the theatre department - and out of
that came a realization that most of
the people I really enjoyed working
with were women. Which isn't because
I don't naturally get along with men,
but we happened to have a very talen-
ted crop of women in the department
at that time. Yet they never got a
chance to'really express themselves

because most of the plays we were do-
ing were the standard regional theatre
repetoire number of the time - the one
Shakespeare,the one Restoration play
and so on. So you did Tartuffe and

you did Hamlet,and there really wasn't
much scope for the women.
PATSY:That same statistic holds true
there,too - that is,only 10% of all
the roles are female roles.
SVETLANA:Right. But we had these eight
women and my first directing project
in the first year of the program was
a play called RITES by Maureen Duffy
from England. It's a re-working of the
BACHAE using only women,and set in a
women's washroom. I got all these wo-
men together to do the play,and in
terms of timing,we 'were lucky. It co-
incided with a lot-of flow of grant
money from OFY and from LIP and LEAP
and a lot of interest in women because
the feminist movement was really bur-
geoning in Vancouver at that time. So,
out of that play the Women's Theatre
Co-operative was born. We began to be
invited to women's conventions and
seminar type situations to perform.
And we began to actively search out
material written by women for our all
female company.
PATSY:And there wasn't much of it
around at that time.
SVETLANA:Yeah - it was really diffi-
cult to find material by local women -
which forced us into a really good
situation,in that we had to create our
owl material. It also led us to acti-
vely seek out women writers and encou-
rage them to write about women. Like
the first play by Margaret Hollings-
worth that I did was called BUSHED,
and it was about two men in the laun-
dromat. What I found most interesting
in terms of staging possibilities was
that while the main focus of the ac-
tion was on these two men,in the back-
ground were all these women doing
laundry. Actually the play was set in
Thunder Bay.
PATSY:Margaret lived here for years.
SVETLANA:Yeah - this is where the play
was born. But at that time I remember,
(and thanks to the encouragement we've
received in the last decade,she has
changed tremendously) - but,at that
time she wasn't writing about women
because she didn't find them as inter-
esting as characters as she did men.
We both chuckle over the fact now that
it was a lot our conditioning. For the
same reason that I started out in act-
ing,she was writing about men because
she didn't have any active role models
of playwrights who were successful at
writing about women.
KIM:It sounds a lot like music. I was
just thinking that it's very similar
in that it's okay if you're the back-
fup vocalist or play piano or flute or
something like that;but as soon as I
started writing, I suddenly had less

support for the work I was doing. It
'was withdrawn - I was on my own:

PATSY:You were telling me about spec-
ializing in electronic music at the
post-graduate level - and it's like,
even I think of women singer/songwri-
ters as singing plaintive lovesongs.
Not that I don't like them - I do -

but you don't immediately leap to
thinking electronic music in relation-
ship to women.
SVETLANA:But then who is one of our
better electronic musical composers?
It's Ann Southam who's writing incre-
dible scores for dance. But,I know
what you mean about the encouragement.

continued on page 10
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INTERVIEW continued

One of the first things my department
head told me when he was forced to
acknowledge that I had to be accepted
into the department because I'd done
this qualifying year and gotten
straight firsts - he said women do not
make good directors. The only woman
director he'd ever known was Joan
Littlewood and she was an "exception"
- read in brackets,bull dyke!(Zatightet)
I'm serious - he actively discouraged
me from persuing that course of-action.
But basically I had the last laugh.
Only four people were accepted that
year - and of course the other three
were men. But one man flunked out
that Christmas,another dropped out in
February because he couldn't stand the
pace and the third one flunked out at
the end of the first year. So, I
ended up going into my second year by
myself. And up to that point,as far as
I know,I had been the only woman who
had actually gone through the direc-
ting program. They tended to shunt us
into the dramatic criticism portion, or
into set design. At that time,women
technicians were absolutely unheard
of

PATSY:Except for stage managers -
which is that housekeeping role - the
mother or babysitter. The best stage
managers I've worked with have very
often been women. But almost all of
them,at some point,got tired of baby-
sitting. So they go into administra-
tion or leave the theatre altogether
There isn't enough satisfaction in
that role.
Has that,awakening oi lieminat/natio-
nati6t conciou6nez4 An the .late
4ixtie4 and a.anty zeventiez bene6ited
women in theate?
SVETLANA:Absolutely.
PATSY:Oh yeah - it's much different
now than it was before.
SVETLANA:It was that double push. The
feminist consciousness in Canada
reached a real flowering at the same
time as our sense of nationalism and
indienous theatre. All the women I
know,who are working in theatre,
jumped on the bandwagon when they had
an opportunity to create material and
work with new material;when none of
the parameters had really been defined
to exclude women from active roles.
Out of that time,so many really good
women playwrights have been born,and
so many really good projects were ini-
tiated that included women. Some of
it has worked as a reverse sexism - a
kind of tokenism. For example,in this
situation - as glad as I am to be here
and I really wanted to do this play -
still,the main reason I was invited
was that Kam being 'politically corr-

ect' had a play about a woman, written
by a woman and they wanted a woman dir-
ector.

IS three much woAk PA. a Pme-Lance,
tiemaee di/mato/a
SVETLANA: Very little. I work two, may-
be three times a year in situations
like this and the rest of the time I
create my own work. I look at my con-
temporaries, the people I went to sch-
ool with - like Richard Ouzounian, who
was my classmate ..
And who has tecentey become puducet
at Tounto'4 Centtestage Pkoduction4
... Where he is now - three or four
years younger than me - and where I
am now, are poles apart. The doors to
regional theatre are still very closed
to women.

PATSY: That has a double edge, you
know. I describe myself as having wor-
ked my way down in Canadian theatre.
I started just before that burgeoning
- when there were only the regional
theatres where you could get paid at
all. The little theatres, the small
rebellious, Canadian nationalist or
women's theatres hadn't started. So,
my only chances of work were in the
big theatres. And I got to the biggest
one - Stratford - and found that the
bigger it was, the less it worked the
way I felt the collective art of thea-
tre functioned best. So, we are shut
out - not only women, but men who are
interested in projects that are not
probably going to make vast amounts
of money because they are pushing the
edges of things. But, if all of the
people like you and Cynthia Grant and
Katherine Shaw and other women direc-
tors that I've worked with, had ended
up having to cope with that awful,
bureaucratic WEIGHTED THING of the
regional theatres, we would have lost
a lot of that wonderful creative en-
ergy that is still here in these small
places.
(Vhat'4 going to happen to them zmatt
theatAe4 in tUz age oi goveAnment
cutbacks and the poputaAity of home
video's and movie chavActe
PATSY: Well, the little ones are on
such a small life-line. There have
been many demises across the country
in the last 3-5 years and the reason
they folded was quite simply that the
bank cut their line of credit. It
wasn't in fact that they had a huge
debt load, but the bank foreclosed on
the small one where it wouldn't - or
it could be persuaded not to foreclose
on the huge debt that Stratford now
owes.

SVETLANA: That's happening with a lot
of businesses - not just in theatre.
But there's a more insidious danger
in the burgeoning of the video and TV/
film market in that we're losing our
best writers to television and film.
One of the best Canadian woman play-
wrights that I've worked with has lit-
erally given up writing plays. She
will not write them anymore because

there is no gratification in terms
of a return - monetary or spiritual.
She's writing film, scripts and mak-
ing tons of money, and if she wants
creative and spiritual fulfillment,
she writes a novel - which she now
has enough clout to get published.
But, this incredible theatrical
voice is lost to us because we can't
offer her anything to sustain her.
I don't know about you, but as I ap-
proach 40, I'm beginning to wonder
if I can maintain my sanity exist-
ing on this poverty level. It's not
that I'm a materialist or a capital-
ist, but I do crave those material
comforts that just sustain you from
day to day. Never mind the luxuries:
PATSY: We're also starting to face

that statistic of how many women in
Canada at the age of 60 are living
under the poverty level. That's
where we've been working - under the
poverty level - but with the energy
of youth, and the courage really,
of believing it will all be worth-
while.

SVETLANA: Yeah - it's like I keep
extending my five year plans. And
when you're 25, you can still go,
well I've got until I'm 30. But, the
pressure of it - especially for a
woman ... Because another part of
being committed to the work I'm do-
ing is that it doesn't very easily
align itself with the more tradition-
al roles that a woman takes. I have-
n't veered off into marriage and
children. So, I don't even have that
central core of a home life to sus-
tain me. We're out there in the cold
water, and I've been treading it for
a REALLY long time. And the longer
the time goes, the less I'm thinking
in terms of the 'big break' happen-
ing tomorrow or whenever.
KIM: I have a hard time visualizing
what the big break IS -? If we're
talking about what we're going to
break into, is it things like Strat-
ford-type theatre, or cross-Canada
tours of bars for musicians? I'm not
sure if those are worthwhile things
- and so, I'm left with the dilemma
of going where is the work for me?
SVETLANA: Exactly. But the point is
that my priorities have changed -
and a sustenance living with recogni-
tion from my peers would be just
fine. I'm not thinking Broadway hits
anymore! But I am thinking national
recognition from my peers - at least
among the people I've worked with.
An unquestioning acknowledgement of
my abilities and status as a direc-
tor and enough money that I can live
comfortably - just that level of sur-
vival...

PATSY: I think that everybody has the
need for respect, a feeling of self-
worth. We all need to feel that peo-
ple recognize that we are giving
'worth' with our work - whether we're
running a corner store or writing a
play or whatever. And for me it is
my actual peers, the kind of people
who are interested in the same kinds
of theatre I am - new Canadian plays
and those slightly off-the-wall things
that are not Broadway-bound - that's
my support group and that's where I
get my recognition.
SVETLANA: As a director, I'm more
isolated. It's much harder to find
that kind of recognition and support.
I'm sure Kim and I are more akin in
this in terms of the isolation of be-
ing a composer or a director. Unless
they make a big deal of your name in

continued on page 11
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doing the work, it largely goes un-
recognized. If I direct a really fab -
pious show and my name isn't on the
poster, the actors get all the cre-

dit. The individual little group of

actors that I've worked with, love

me and support me - but then they go

on to the next project and their job

is to love and support the next dir-
ector.
Even Kim can wank atone on hex piano,

but as a dixectox you can't work
without a scAipt and actou.
SVETLANA: Right.
PATSY: I just meant that the know-
ledge inside my head that there are
people all over the country now,
that I may not have seen or worked
with for five years - in whatever
capacity any of us were working -
is enough for me to feel that I can
keep on going with what I'm doing.
SVETLANA: That's great. All I'm say-

ing is that right now I feel a strong
lack of that. And the search for work

gets more and more frustrating. I

don't want it to sound like I'm cry-
ing the blues. I want it recognized
that these are legitimate concerns
amongst all of us. And I do think
it's wonderful to have this parti-
cular project coming together, with
this incredible flow of energy.
Maybe we coutd tatk about the p.tay
now. It's based on the true stony

o6 Maxtha Matt in, who was stranded
thAough one winter - pxegnant and
atone-- on an isZand oii the noAth
pacific coast. I'm ,interested in
knowing what appeated to each oi
you in thus story - and why you,

Patsy, wanted to tuAn 'it into a

ptay?
PATSY: I originally read just an
excerpt from the diary of Martha
Martin. It was the end of her diary,
and what I found was a woman who
was very much at peace with herself
and the world she was in. And I want-
ed to know how she got that way!

So, I tracked down the complete di-

ary and read the whole
beginning and realized
all the classic stages
logical journey of the
is the same throughout
all primitive cultures

story from the
that it had
of the mytho-
hero - which
history and

. And it seemed

to me the perfect framework to tell
a story that was of interest to all
of us; because we all want to find
that state of balance and that har-
mony with what's around us. I wanted
to examine the personal, internal ex-
perience of a person trying to adapt
to changes in their environment - the
interior world as a paralell to the
exterior one. That's why I chose to
fragment her personality into the
three actors playing one person, be-
cause then you could examine the men-
tal changes, the inner emotional
changes and not simply keep it on the
exterior level. Also, I was interest-
ed in that polarity of masculine and
feminine in each of us. It was very
much a part of what I was trying to
understand about the character.
SVETLANA: What I really like about it
is that it encompasses several layers
which makes it interesting for me as
a director. First, it's a story about
a woman, set in a very interesting
situation - which I liked. Secondly,
there were the three aspects of her
character portrayed by three differ-
ent actors, which allows a lot more
scope and room for dramatizing that
story in an interesting fashion. And

thirdly, the whole notion of contact
improvisation, which I'd seen but
never actually worked with, fascina-
ted me in terms of communicating
changes to an audience in a non-verbal
way. So, it isn't just another 'saga
of survival in the wilderness'. It's
a moving, flowing living thing.
And contact impAovaation - ?

SVETLANA: It's a form of movement re-
lying on centres of gravity and the
body's fulcrum points to generate in-
teraction between people. It's more
than dance or mime - it's each actor
finding their own centre of gravity,
and then responding to that in each
other.
PATSY: It's playing with each other.
And how dm the muzicat ctement fit
into aft oA this?

GODDESS IMAGERY

Sasha McInnes is collecting
.slides of the art and altars of con-,
,temporary women who are working in
:Goddess-related and other enabling/ 3
empowering imagery for possible in-
:clusion in an upcoming Studio D,
National Film Board film on the roots
of religion. Please send no more that
:twenty slides, including descriptions,
;media, motivation and anything else
you want to say about your work.
Sasha is interested in all media,
including women's traditional arts.
Send to Sasha McInnes, 237A Dundas
:.Street, London, Ontario N6A 1H1,
;phone (519) 438-5307, 672-2832.

KIM: I was approached by Kam last sp-
ring with the script of ALONE and ask-

ed if I could conceive of any music
to go with it. So, I read it a few
times and wrote down some initial im-
pressions; re-read it and wrote down
some more impressions; and eventually
a lot of the same impressions started
congealing into themes. Musical ideas
began recurring throughout. Patsy and
I started writing letters and she ex-
plained some of the structure of the
play and the themes in the writing
for her. We realized that we were both
trying to re-find women's modes, lost
fragments of women's expression - the
'collective unconscious', if you will.
Patsy was exploring this in terms of
myth and story, and I was doing the
same with music. So, I was able to
translate those themes into musical
ideas.- and the score got written!
PATSY: And it's still getting adjust-
ed.

KIM: Yeah - it's still 'adjusting'.
Now that you'Ae ate here woAking to-
getheA, ate there changes being made
in the scare?

KIM: Not too many - it's mostly honing
down and pulling in.
PATSY: There are some places where
you can expand the time length, be-
cause as these particular three actors
with Svetlana find their way of ex-
pressing the physical life of the play,
the timing will change. So, different
parts of what Kim's got can expand and
some will be cut back.
SVETLANA: One of the best elements for
me in terms of having the music is the

ionist on stage who follows the ac-
tion. Because it is contact improvi-
sation, we can't set it precisely. I'm
not dealing with conventional blocking
so there's a mutual communication hap-
pening between Damon (Dowbak - who
.12 doing petcussion) and the actors.
They can help each other out and cre-
ate a much fuller mood. The actors
are free to explore the inner momen-
tum of the creation of sounds, as op-
posed to actually worrying about find-
ing ways in a set that has minimal
props, of creating sounds that have to
take you into another awareness or cre-
ate a particular kind of mood or what-
ever.

And you'ne ptecused with thiz new ele-
ment that has been added to your ptay?
PATSY: Oh - absolutely! It's wonderful
- a whole new level of creativity has
been added on to all these other ones.
SVETLANA: I'd just like to repeat that
it's wonderful having this particular
project coming to-gether, and I feel
quite positive that with the exception
of a very few men that I've worked
with in theatre, only women are cap-
able of generating such positive feel-
ing out of sometimes what is so little
A lot of that is in this play.

WENDO
COURSE

call
Teresa

935-2371.
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Solstice
Summer Solstice '85 will bring

together several dynamite women per-
formers from across Canada on June 22
and 23 in Current River Park - admis-
sion is free.

Clearing by Noon is a Halifax
based group of four, Sandy Greenberg,
Rose Vaughan, Catriona Talbot, and
Marsha Rake. They love to sing their
own songs plus whatever inspires them
jfrom contemporary songwriters such as
Connie Kaldor and Holly Near and
traditional folk music. Their music
has been dubbed "survival music":
they sing "Come on Little Sister" and
"Keep A-boin" to cheer their audiences
and each other on with humour and
bridled optimism. They also sing for
survival in the global sense: ballads
and marches and lullabies for peace.
They sing about bringing-up children,
about being unemployed, about start-
ing all over again, about finding new,
love. Two of the group, Sandy and
Rose also present an engaging show
for children called "Rosie & Sora".

Edmonton's Bev Ross brings high
tech to a folk orientation, accom-
panying herself on an electronic key-
board computer. She has the gift of
being able to drive home a point with
humour and unpretenious urbanity.
Whether addressing sports, the Eight-
ies or modern relationships, Bev un-
derstands the Value of the well-tem-
pered scalpal.

It has been said that music is
a bridge that links the soul of each
person to a vision of hope for the
future. Jan Stoody constructs that

SCRIPTS WANTED

The search continues at Kam
Theatre for exciting new Canadian
scripts. With an entire season devo-
ted to Canadian work there's never
too much of a good thing. New scripts,
old scripts awaiting production and
ideas for new work are all welcome!

Welcoming scripts of all kinds,
Kam is particularly known for their
interest in plays with a political
and social emphasis. In previous sea-
sons Kam Theatre has been allocated
funds through the Ontario Arts Coun-
cil Playwrights Assistance Fund to
assist with the development of new
scripts. A Playwright's - in - Resid-
ence program is also an integral part
of the season.

Writers with ideas and new wri-
ters wanting development assistance
may be eligible for funding. To ap-
ply, a script synopsis or rough scene
by scene breakdown should be submitted
to Kam Theatre along with a letter of
introduction. Playwrights interested
in the residence program should in-
dicate their availability.

Kam Theatre would like to thank
all the playwrights who have previous-
ly submitted scripts. Keep them com-
ing! All scripts and proposals should
be submitted to: Co-Director, Kam
Theatre, 215 N. Frankin St., Thunder
Bay, P7C 4J1

bridge for her audience through songs
that she has researched and carefully
selected, or written, that tell sto-
ries and express the everyday exper-
iences of people throughout the wor-
ld who are working towards a new vi-
sion for humankind.

From the uranium mines in North-
ern Saskatchewan, despair in Chile,
to the loving sentiments of an Indian
lullabye, her songs link us together
as one.

Jan has been singing throughout
Saskatchewan for six years, first
with a band, then as a duo, and now
solo. Originally from Ontario, she
has been living on the prairie for
eight years. Friends in Thunder Bay
will know Jan from her part-time re-
siding at a farm in Kaministiquia.

Originally from St. Louis where
she sought out and learned from many
of the regions fine old time fiddlers
Gail Heil is a member of Minneapolis'
June Apple Musician's Co-op. She al-
so plays banjo, dulcimer autoharp
and guitar. Teaming up with Bob Bovee,
who plays a variety of instruments,
they perform old time Country music,
a raw rough-edged honest kind of mu-
sic that begs involvement of some -
'kind. It's a dance music: a music that
makes you want to tap your feet or
laugh or do something other than just
sit back.

Maggie McKaig is part of "Lost
in the Colonies", a four member group
from Calgary. Her fine guitar playing,
original songs and strong voice will
be much appreciated by festival goers.
Other members of the group are Luke
Wilson on banjo, Bill Eaglesham on
fretless bass and Ray McAndrew adding
inspired percussion.

9

WOMEN AND PENSIONS

Raegena Bueno, newly arrived in
Northwestern Ontario from Brazil,
will be reading short stories and
essays from her perspective as a vis-
ible minority immigrant.

Madeline Moonis, along with part-
ner George Cook, tells Indian legends
of this area".

Wellknown to Thunder Bay audi-
ences, Kim Erickson and Jennifer
Garrett will bring their unique crea-
tive sound to the Festival. They will

be performing separately, together
and with other members of Groundwater
- Damon Dowbak and William Roberts.

The Children's Village will have
a performance area with music, a pup-

pet show, juggling and instrument
making workshops for the active part-
icipation of the kids.

For the convenience of parents of
young tots, there will be a large tent,
especially for changing and feeding.

With the cooperation and commit-
ment of over 150 volunteers, this
year's Summer Solstice Festival is
sure to be a wonderful celebration
of the beginning of a long awaited
summer.

The Northwestern Ontario Women's
Decade Council declared April 2,1985,
as Contingency Day, a day for couples
to sit down together to look at and
discuss their assets, to plan for re-
tirement years and make provisions
for their spouse and dependants.

Contingency Day was sponsored
by the Pensions Committe of Decade
Council which evolved from a NWO Wo-
men and Pensions Conference in 1982.

To facilitate the sharing of re-
sources and information, the Pensions
Committee came under the Decade Coun-
cil umbrella in spring 1984. The Com-
mittee to date has prepared position
papers and presentations aimed at pub-
lic awareness and pension reform.

Both the Committee and Council
as a whole have long been aware of
case histories of women who have been
left alone in situations of inadequate
insurance and/or pension support. Con-
fusion regarding the pension issue,
along with a reluctance to examine
circumstances which could involve the
loss of a partner or occupation, have
made it difficult for many individuals
or couples to make a realistic assess-
ment of their long term financial pos-
itions.

In 1984 the National Council of
Welfare estimated the low income level
of single persons living in a city the
size of Thunder Bay to be $9403. Sta-
tistics Canada states that the aver-
age income for women over 65 is $8441.
Families and persons living alone
whose income is in the bottom 10% of
the income ladder devote 60% of their
income to food, clothing and shelter.

The latest figures on life ex-
pectancy is 79.5 for women and 71.9
for men. As long as women marry men
who are three years or more older
than they are, and whose life expect-
ancy is 7.6 years less than theirs,
they should not be surprised to find
themselves alone for a good number
of years at the end of their lives.

Contingency Day focused on a
media campaign and a city wide mail
of a pamphlet that asked five major
questions:

- "Do you and your spouse have wills'
- "If your spouse dies could you

cope and survive tomorrow?'
- "What income will you have next
week? Next month?

- What are your expenses?
- Do you know where to apply for

financial help?"
Contingency Day provided an op-

portunity for spouses to become in-
formed and to prepare for the poss-
ibility of life alone before or af-
ter retirement.

It is hoped that Contingency Day will
become an annual event and will ex-
pand to involve more resource per-
sons to develop a booklet to address
pension and insurance questions, to
focus on the needs of single peo-
ple, and to increase it's coverage
to include the region.

If you are interested in contri-
buting to the work of this commit-
tee or you would like to know more
about pensions please contact Dawn
St. Amand at the Decade Council 345-
3606.
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Obscene Use of Power
by Fiona Karlstedt

As some of you may already know,
I have worked with the Women's Centre
for the last two years. This fall I
returned to school and this may be the
last time I will have the opportunity
of addressing the issue of pornography
in a public forum for some time. And
I want to leave you with a strong plea.

When I was considering how I would
begin today, I came across an editorial
which appeared in the May 26,1984 issue
of the Dryden Observer. I will refer
to parts of it here because I think it
shows all too clearly the stage the de-
bate is at for many people. The editor-
ial read:

"Not everyone likes to talk about por-
nography, much less air personal views
in a public discussion, especially
while a copy of Playboy or Penthouse
is sitting on the coffee table at home.
Whether to ban pornography from store
shelves is a difficult question, simply
because for every ten people asked a-
bout a given group of magazines...
there may well be at least eight dif-
ferent views on which ones... are
pornographic. What is one man's coffee
table fare is another man's garbage.
But if you look at Playboy's or Pent-
house's circulation figures, you have
to admit these two publications must
be OK - both are ahead of Time and
Newsweek in sales. No doubt there is
some questionable material, visual
and written, even in these magazines,
but both have remained passable in
today's fickle society... The same
cannot be said for the skin magazines
that are just that - more picture con-
tent than anything else - bought by
people who don't care about the art-
icles. Pornography doesn't have a
firm definition, but it comes in de-
grees or classifications - OK, bad
and ugly - classifications created by
the public. The bad and ugly are easi-
ly spotted by their degradation of
people, particularly women and child-
ren. The majority of society is again-
st this level of pornography and the
majority does not buy these magazines."
(emphasis mine)

The gist of the editorial seemed
to be that eight out of ten people
can't agree on a definition of porno-
graphy

STOP !
This is Offensive,

Insulting.
and Oegrading to

WOMEN

The gist of the editorial seemed
to be that since eight out of ten peo-
ple can't agree on a definition of
pornography it would be a useless ex-
ercise to attempt to formulate one.
And further that since a majority of
society is against a certain level
of pornography, things will just some-
how take care of themselves.

The editorial completely ignored
the central issue of male/female
power relations which we see reflect-
ed and accentuated in pornography;
and the fact that the sexual object-
ification of women in pornography is
integrally linked to the limitations
of women's legal, economic, political
and social rights in our society. The
editorial could aptly be termed a
non-event in journalism.

It is high time we moved past
the "picture content" and onto the
politics of pornography. Without an
understanding of the power relations
reflected in it, no analysis of por-
nography will get very far.

In the words of American femin-
ist Andrea Dworkin, "The word 'por-
nography' does not have any other
meaning than... the graphic depic-
tion of the lowest whores. Whores
exist to serve men sexually. Whores
exist only within a framework of male
sexual domination. Outside that frame-
work, the notion of whores would be
absurd and the usage of women as
whores would be impossible. The word
'whore' is incomprehensible unless
one is immersed in the (vocabulary)
of male domination. Men have created
the group, the type, the trade, the
commodity, the insult, the industry,
the reality of women as whore..."

By limiting women to definition
as sexual, as whores for the sexual
use and abuse of men, pornography
objectifies us, degrades us, mini-
mizes us, and finally in snuff por-
nography destroys us.

Nothing is created or exists in
isolation and pornography is no ex-
ception. The acceptance of a contin-
uum from sex-role stereotyping in ad-
vertising to "soft" and "hard" core
pornography is essential to the ana-
lysis.

By way of example, I wonder how
many here happened to read an Ann
Landers column published several mon-
ths ago. I am referring to the one
containing the letter from the mother
who tried to breast-feed her baby in
a restaurant and was told in no un-
certain terms that such conduct was
"unacceptable". In her response, Lan-
ders referred to a survey of restau-
rant owners and operators which re-
vealed a consensus amongst those pol-
led that breastfeeding in public was
considered to be "offensive". While
reading it, something clicked. We
live in a society that deems breast-
feeding (and I would ask you to read
instead, "the giving of life", "an
expression of tender love", "nur-
turing") in public to be offensive,

while down the street customers are
having their meals served to them by
topless waitresses.

We have become so conditioned to
seeing women's bodies portrayed only
in a sexual context in both adverti-
sing and in "coffee table" soft porn
magazines that many of us find it dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to see wo-
men's bodies in the larger human con-
text. It is these innocuous, seeming-

ly antiseptic images of women as sex-
ual beings in our daily media which
lay the foundation for the further
objectification and brutalization of
women in pornography.

It's obvious that one of the ma-
jor problems faced in attempting to
examine the subject of pornography is
arriving at a definition. Some use it
to refer to material which is sexually
explicit; others would restrict it to
material which involves violence and
sex. "Pornography" is not a word known
to our criminal law. The Criminal Code
uses the term "obscenity". Law diction-
aries have defined "obscenity" as
"conduct tending to corrupt the public
morals by its indecency and lewdness"
and further refers fo a "shameful or
morbid interest in nudity (and) sex".
The law's concern with pornography is
thus entirely defined in terms of the
offensiveness of public sexuality, and
not with the dehumanizing impact it
has on women.

Up to this point, the response
of our society to sexually explicit
material has been to exclude what is
deemed to be beyond the "community's
standard of tolerance". The implicit
rationale of this response is that
pornography may be forbidden because
it is offensive, because it offends a
standard of taste.

In order for a work to be consid-
ered "obscene" in Canada under the
present law, there must be undue ex-
loitation of sex or of sex and any one
or more of the following - crime, hor-
ror, cruelty and violence. Whether
there is "undue" exploitation is de-
termined by reference to "community
standards". It is the judge who must
determine what that standard of toler-
ance is. In October 1983 Judge Stephen
Borins determined for the first time
what Canadians will tolerate in porno-
graphic videotapes. In releasing his
ruling, the judge noted the irony of
Parliament requiring judges, who are
supposed to remain aloof from the
community, to also have "their fingers
on the pornographic pulse of the nation:
According to Susan Cole, "The business
of community standards makes it seem
that the pornographer's crime is having
the bad manners to have chosen the wro-
ng audience, and that if he only could
find an audience that would tolerate
his battery of women, then he will be
a good citizen of our society".

continued on page 14
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Legal definiti-ms do little to-

further our understanding of porno-
graphy, however. Thelma McCormack has
examined it on the basis of three
characteristics: "First, it deals
with sexual taboos: that is, kinds of
sexual activities which we (in our
society) regard as morally wrong,
socially undesirable, improper, "un-
natural'. These sexual taboos differ
from one culture to another and from
one period in history to another, but
in all human societies there are rules
about sexual activity, and in all hu-
man societies there is a kind of un-
derground which mocks these rules.
Second, pornography deals with these
sexual taboos as if they were common,
everyday practice. Pornography does
not pass judgment, positive or nega-
tive, on the kinds of activity de-
picted in the story, film, pictures.
(And) it is the combination of these
two characteristics - the sexual ta-
boo and the attitude toward it -
that accounts for our shock. The third
characteristic is that the characters
in pornography do not have any real
relationship. They neither love nor
hate; they do not think; and they
have no regrets about what they do.
They simply act, and they engage in
sexual activities with any partner(s)
who come along. What we see in porno-
graphy then, is the sex act devoid of
any social context, stripped of all
meaning except (physical) gratifica-
tion. That is why characters in porno-
graphy never seem real; they lack any
mind or heart; they lack any dimension
except a genital one ...

Pornography has been with us for
as long as recorded history, yet we
still do not understand it very well.
Social scientists who have studied it
- and who have also studied the people
who buy it - have offered three major
theories. The first emphasizes sexual
repression or sexual deprivation. Peo-
ple who have a lot of sexual hangups,
who feel guilty about sex fantasies
or guilty about engaging in sex, or
people who have been cut off from any
kind of normal sexual activity for a
prolonged period of time are, accord-
ing to this theory, attracted to por-
nography. They enjoy it as a substi-
tute for real sexual behaviour. An-
other theory links pornography to the
institution of marriage... Marriage,
according to this theory, is an impor-
tant institution for the survival of
society, but it is restrictive, espe-
cially for men. Through pornography,
men can find an indirect experience of
sexual activity without endangering
the institution of marriage. Pornogra-
phy, in this theory, is a substitute
for prostitution, which is regarded as
a necessary evil. A third theory holds

that sexual activity, like any other
social activity, is learned behaviour.
(For the uninstructed pornography
may act as a sex manual.) Pornography,
according to this theory, is often an
aid to increased sexual enjoyment and,
as well, provides partners with fan-
tasies that add further to their mu-
tual pleasure. In this theory, porno-
graphy is a stimulant as well as a
source of information. All of these
theories look upon pornogmapby as
;harmless and even as having a posi-
tive function for the individual as
well as for society."

In developing an understanding
of the violence perpetrated against
women, feminists have viewed porno-
graphy more critically. They began
asking whether there was a relation-
ship between pornography and violence
against women, between child porno-
graphy and incest, between pornography
and rape.

Fiona KaAt6tedt peaking at Inten-
nationat Women' S Day CetebAation.

Photo by JOAN BARIL

Harm is seen to flow from porno-
graphy in two ways. First that there
is a direct causal link between vio-
lent pornography and violence against

women in the real world - the belief
that such material can and does trig-
ger aggression. Second, pornography
has a more generalized effect. It
contributes to myths about sexuality
and about women which ultimately make
violence and degradation more accept-
able. It tells us that women like it
and want it. Without clinical studies
that prove absolutely a connection
between the massive distribution of
the pornographic image and the in-
cidence of violence against women,
we find ourselves up against a liber-
al scientific mentality that demands
strict proof of cause and effect.

Some potential sources of proof
are available however. It may take
the form of police or press reports
that a sex offender was a large con-
sumer of pornography or reports from
victims themselves who believe their
assault was influenced by pornography.
There is also statistical evidence
which attempts to demonstrate a cor-
relation between the Prevalence of
pornography and the rate of incidence
of violent crime. Experimental evi-
dence, accounts of experiments which
attempt to measure the reactions of
individuals to the stimulus of porno-
graphic material, particularly aggres-
sive or violent pornography, is also
available.

Because it is difficult to find
absolute proof of the harmful effects
of pornography, "we are told that the
pornographic image is harmless and
that it is never translated back to
women and children in the real world.
This idea that the pornographic image
has no impact goes against one of the
most critical assumptions of the ad
man

.

However you define pornography,
what we do know is that it is more
available and certainly more expli-
cit than in the past. "And most of
us pretend that it just isn't there.
Every newstand is jammed with it.
In the back of almost every variety
store entire shelves are devoted to

it. Partly because its the worst of
our culture, and partly because we
can't believe that the fear and
loathing of women can be so strong,
we try to shut it out. Essentially,
we tend to exclude the pornographic
image from among those that really
matter because the image is percei-
ved to be a fringe phenomenon, part
of the underside of our culture. But
the profit figures associated with
the pornography industry suggest
that this is big business and not a
series of fly-by-night operations de-
signed to cater to the transient and
the furtive." (Susan Cole) Although
the scope of their use of the term
is not spelled out, police estimates
have placed the annual market in
pornography in this country at
$300 million.

Two trends in today's pornography
are particularly disturbing. One re-
flects the amount of violence now

part of the mainstream of this mat-
erial. Women are regularly shown in
bondage, in rape scenes, in dog col-
lars; and in much videotape actual
scenes of brutality are now common-
place. The other trend is the use
or implicit use of children. Incest
themes are commonplace and written
in such a way that suggests dhildren
have the "right" to enjoy sex with
adults, thereby setting the stage
for the actual sexual abuse of
children.

continued on next page
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Pornoraphv continued

There is no question that porno-
graphy is a devisive issue in our
society. There is disagreement as to
whether and in what way pornography
causes harm. We believe that the
harmful effects are obvious. At the
other end of the pole are those who
argue that pornography should only
be suppressed when there is concrete
proof that it is the direct cause of
mrongdoing and that even our present
obscenity laws should be repealed.
"We are asked to believe that the
pornographer is an artist whose vis-
ion can brook no restraint." (Cole)

However inviting I do not see
censorship as the answer. Censorship
is to pornography what prohibition
was to alcohol. No matter how noble
your motives, you can't legislate
morality in a vacuum. But you can
regulate it. When the Women's Centre
conducted a survey to determine the
availablity of printed pornography
in Thunder Bay as part of our pre-
sentation to the Fraser Commission
we visited a corner store located
across from an elementary school.

Playboy and other similar magazines
were displayed immediately to the
right of the entrance. It was the
first thing a young child saw when
he or she entered the store. It is
an insidious form of conditioning.

"ornog,raphv is an indu3trY and
as such deserves no more speclal treat-

ment than any other. There is no con-
vincing argument why the pornography
industry deserves a hands-off policy,

The fact is there does not exist a
single social policy that does not,
to some extent, curtail individual
freedom. The basic tenet of our so-
ciety is compromise, that we cede
our rights in order to live in this
world together. (The recognition that
one in four women in this country can
expect to be raped at some time in
her life underlines the fear that wo-
men feel daily in their lives) Yet,
instead of asking the pornographer
to cede 111---- right to exploit and pro-
pagandize - (if it sells it must be
OK) - we grant to cold:-blooded'entre-
preneurs the right to ply their (grim)
trade even if in doing so we place
our children in danger and deny our-
selves the right to walk the streets
from fear of violence.

Pornography is not about sexual-
ity or freedom of expression. Porno-
graphy is not simply a collection of
pictures or a videotape we find "of-
fensive". Pornography is about the
obscene use of power - the physical
or psychic violence done to one human
being by another. It is a form of,hate
literature depicting the pleasure of
the powerful in the humiliation and
dehumanization of the powerless.

We are being asked to make pol-
itical decisions about pornography,
and they must be informed decisions.
Without an anayliss of the politics
of pornography as a form of social
control, whatever decisions are made
by policy makers will be meaningless.

We must teach people to be know-
ledgable consumers: complicate their
lives. Force them to think about the
issue! Bring the people in pornography
alive! Make them human! Make the
connections!

paper presented at Dryden forum

*************************************************
FAMILY DISPUTE UNIT

The Thunder Bay Physical and
Sexual Assault Crisis Centre is pre-
sently conducting a feasibility
study into establishing a Family Dis-
pute Unit to deal with family vio-
lence in Thunder Bay.,Since the in-
clusion of services to battered wo-
men
aware that while there are services
available to women and children who
leave violent homes and seek shelter
in transition homes or crisis hous-
ing, services are lacking for those
individuals who choose to remain at
home. In a recent presentation to
the Ontario Women's Directorate Con-

ference on Family Violence, Dr. Pe-
ter Jaffe of the London Dispute Unit
noted that 85% of the women they
have aided have not been in a shel-
ter and would not go to a shelter.

The purpose of this study is
to evaluate the need for a special-
ized unit that would aid those in-
dividuals and complement existing
social service agencies in the comr

(BOOKS
New titles recently acquired

by the Northern Woman's Bookstore
include:
Labour Pains, by Pat Armstrong,
Women's Press, $9.95
... explores the effects of the
economic crisis on women's and men's
work, both in the labour force and
in the household.. Armstrong explains
why women's employment will deter-
iorate both absolutely and in rela-
tion to men"

Perspectives on Women in the 1980s
edited by Joan Turner and Lois Emery,
University of Manitoba Press, $8.95

munity and the police force. Cour
monly referred to as Family Dispute
Units, Family Consultant Teams or
Mobile Family Crisis Teams, this
type of service has been established
in other communities across Canada
such as London and Calgary.

There are various models of
Family Dispute Units but they are
primarily composed of crisis teams
of social workers and police offi-
cers who respond to domestic dis-
putes on a twenty-four hour, seven
days a week basis. The crisis wor-
kers assess the problems in the fa-
mily, provide appropriate crisis
intervention and alternative methods
of problem solving, as well as mak-
ing referrals in the crucial time
for resolution of conflict/crisis --
during or shortly after the conflict
Other family dispute units, although
relatively new, have cut recidivism
by 50%. Immediate intervention at
the time of dispute and continued
follow-up would benefit those fam-

"This collection of articles focuses
on strategies and directions for the
women's movement that will enable
all women to benefit from changing
attitudes in the 1980s". Includes an
article "Native Women and the State"
by Thunder Bay's Marlene Pierre-
Aggamaway.
The New Our Bodies, Ourselves
by the Boston Women's Health Book
Collective, Simon & Schuster, $19.95
.. a new revised, updated and expan-
ded version of this essential re-
source book.
The Hearts of Men: American Dreams
and the Flight from Commitment
by Barbara Ehrenreich, Doubleday,
$9.95.

ilies and discourage further vio-
lence as a means of "resolving" con-
flicts.

Funded by a Canada Works Grant,
the Centre has hired three full-time
researchers to conduct the study.
They are presently examining the ex-
perience of other family dispute unit
and will be conducting interviews
with local police officers, social
service agencies, women's groups and
community organizations which deal
with family violence to get their in-
put into developing a model to suit
the unique needs of Thunder Bay.

Any individual or organization
interested in obtaining further in-
formation should contact the Thunder
Bay Physical and Sexual Assault Cri-
sis Centre at 345-1871.

article submitted by the Thunder Bay
Physical and Sexual Assault Crisis
Centre.

Voices From The Shadows - Women with
Disabilities Speak Out by Gwyneth
Ferguson Matthews, Women's Press,
$8.95.

Baker's Dozen Stories by Women
Women's Press, $7.95
The Day is Dark & Three Travellers
by Marie Claire Blais, Penguin, $6.95
Myths To Lie By by Dorothy Bryant,
Ata Press
Redney: A Life of Sara Jeannette
Duncan by Marian Fowler, Penguin,
$7.95.

As well, the Bookstore now has
a supply of all of Marge Piercy's
fiction.
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r CurJUNE

22, 23

Current River Park

SUMMER
SOLSTICE

FESTIVAL
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!!

-a musical weekend

-Goods & Services Auction

.great food & drink

-crafts

-Children's Village

.square dancing

-much MORE:

for infor. call 345-7482

NORTHERN WOMAN'S BOOK
\.(4* STORE

e) 69 No Cottizt St,

344-7979

10% off all FICTION.

20-40% off selected titles

open Thursday, Friday 11.30 - 7.30
Saturday 11.30 - 4.30

********* WOMANSPACE
414141######

FIRST WEDNESDAY
OF' EVERY MONTH

69N.COURT STREET

PH. 345-7802

41********414141##############*.***

JUST RELEASED

THE

RESISTING

new poems

§ertledole
Available @ $6.50 each from
NORTHERN WOMAN'S BOOKSTORE,
69 N. Court St.

PRES:10111 OP CHOICE
canal CANADIAN ABORTION RIGHTS ACTION LEAGUB (CABAL)

ASSOCIATION CANADITNNS POW' I.S DIPANT A LAVOSTSMINT (,l LA)

The Purpose of CARAL Is to ensure that no woman in Canada is denied access
to safe, legal abortion. Our aim Is the repeal of all sections of the Criminal
Codce dealing with abortion and the establishment of comprehensive con-
traceptive and abortion services, including appropriate counselling across the
country.

"We regard the right to safe, legal abortion as a fundamental human right."

I support the statement of purpose of CARAL and wish to become a member.
Nuns.

Address:

Postal Code: Phone:

Occupation:

Name of Federal Riding'

Individual Member $10.00
United income 3.00
Family $15.00
Sustaining $25.00
Donation 9-

RETURN TO: CARAL, Box 935, Stn.. 0, Toronto, M4T 2P1
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